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1.  Checking the start of the accelerator and steering wheel. Turning the power off
pull the throttle lever a few times.Make sure it returns to its original position.
Please do not pull the trigger, work smoothly.
2.  Checking brakes and cables. Check the braking power. If the braking system is
weak, please adjust before use. If the brake is jammed or there is an unusual noise.
check the inner brake cable of wear and deformation.check the inner brake cable of wear and deformation.
3.  Check tire pressure and condition. Check the front and rear tires whether there is
puncture and tread wear. Make sure the tire pressure is at the recommended level:
23 kg per SOCM. Replace tires by wear degree (damage, tread wear, etc.).
4.  Checking the folding part and the steering wheel. Folding/Unfolding: make sure
4the folding lock lever is locked and in the upright position. Make sure the stand is
folding smoothly.
5.  General condition check: Some parts of the electric scooter require regular5.  General condition check: Some parts of the electric scooter require regular
maintenance check: chassis fork, tires, bearing, cable, other parts.

Safety instructions
1.  This product is an electric power-assisted scooter for adult. it is restricted to child.
lt should not be used by child or two people at the same time. 

Control before OperatingStep 1

Step 2

A: Lift the hook at the folding wrench, and pull the folding wrench out-
ward to fold
B: Handle folding: rotate the middle circular fixing part of the handle in 
clockwise direction, and then fold the handle.

Lift the vertical rod upwards, lift the hook at the folding wrench up, 
push the wrench toward the vertical rod, and lower the hook to lock the 
vertical rod.
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Electric-Assisted Scooter
Operating instruction

Caution: Please read the operating instructions before riding.
Beginner need to be accompanied by parents or adults to practice 
cycling in open spaces.The operator can ride independently only 
after mastering the kinetic energy and riding skills of the scooter.
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Step 1

Step 2

A: Lift the hook at the folding wrench, and pull the folding wrench out-
ward to fold
B: Handle folding: rotate the middle circular fixing part of the handle in 
clockwise direction, and then fold the handle.

Lift the vertical rod upwards, lift the hook at the folding wrench up, 
push the wrench toward the vertical rod, and lower the hook to lock the 
vertical rod.
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Electric-Assisted Scooter
Operating instruction

Caution: Please read the operating instructions before riding.
Beginner need to be accompanied by parents or adults to practice 
cycling in open spaces.The operator can ride independently only 
after mastering the kinetic energy and riding skills of the scooter.
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1.  Checking the start of the accelerator and steering wheel. Turning the power off
pull the throttle lever a few times.Make sure it returns to its original position.
Please do not pull the trigger, work smoothly.
2.  Checking brakes and cables. Check the braking power. If the braking system is
weak, please adjust before use. If the brake is jammed or there is an unusual noise.
check the inner brake cable of wear and deformation.check the inner brake cable of wear and deformation.
3.  Check tire pressure and condition. Check the front and rear tires whether there is
puncture and tread wear. Make sure the tire pressure is at the recommended level:
23 kg per SOCM. Replace tires by wear degree (damage, tread wear, etc.).
4.  Checking the folding part and the steering wheel. Folding/Unfolding: make sure
4the folding lock lever is locked and in the upright position. Make sure the stand is
folding smoothly.
5.  General condition check: Some parts of the electric scooter require regular5.  General condition check: Some parts of the electric scooter require regular
maintenance check: chassis fork, tires, bearing, cable, other parts.

Safety instructions
1.  This product is an electric power-assisted scooter for adult. it is restricted to child.
lt should not be used by child or two people at the same time. 
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